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Editorial 

This month live steam model locomotives are featured. It has always 
seemed anomalous to me particularly when account is taken of cost 
considerations, that in South Africa the number of 3½”, 5” and 7¼” i.e. 
what are generally considered to be miniature live steam engines built 
by model engineers, considerably exceeds the number of live steam G 
scale, Gauge 1 and 16mm models. This is in contrast to many other 
countries e.g. the UK where the reverse is true.  The vast majority of 
what we refer to as large scale locos are electrically powered. (As an 
aside, I find this nomenclature confusing. Surely large scale should refer 
to 3½”, 5” and 7¼” locos and miniature to 16mm, G scale and Gauge 1 
models?) Be that as it may, in an endeavour to win more converts to the 
live steam community, the rest of this edition of the North Star 
Chronicles is devoted to so called ‘large scale’ live steam and how 
things have developed in this market in recent years. 
G scale, Gauge 1 and 16mm live steam (OO covered last month) 
Gauge 1 and 16mm scale represent the overwhelming proportion of this 
segment of the market. Initially alcohol powered, the introduction of gas 
power coincided with huge growth in the number of live steam locos. (I 
nearly said an explosion but that has the wrong connotations!) The locos 
concerned were initially pretty basic – oscillating cylinders in the case of 
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Mamod being overtaken by the piston cylinder powered locos from 
Roundhouse Engineering and latterly Accucraft.  
The introduction of radio control to live steam locos added a new 
dimension. Instead of chasing one’s fire breathing dragon around the 
garden/layout one could control it, probably at a more sedate speed, 
from a central point via a transmitter designed primarily for model aircraft 
and model boats. 
In the final analysis whether or not to fit radio control is largely a matter 
of personal preference. However recent technological developments 
have perhaps swung the pendulum more in favour of radio control.  
My first point for arguing so is the adoption of the 2.4ghz waveband has 
resulted in greater reliability, greater range and the elimination of the 
dreaded “glitching” from which radio controlled locos used to suffer on 
the 40 mhz waveband. Secondly, on the transmitter front, miniaturisation 
of components has resulted in a more compact control ‘box'. Thirdly, 
while I accept this is a minor point, no aerial is required on the receiver 
with the new equipment. The aerial is built into the receiver in the case 
of the manufacturer I have settled on. 
There is a number of makes on the market with the range of most 
suppliers also covering battery powered locos. Three such suppliers are 
RCS from Australia and Deltang and Peter Spoerer from the UK. 
I have tried the equipment from all three suppliers and have focused on 
Peter Spoerer as I have met him at several exhibitions in the UK and 
have also found him helpful when difficulties e.g. binding transmitter to 
receiver are experienced. 
This brings me to another major advantage of the new system, namely 
the ‘binding’ process. While Spectrum for one offered an ‘old style’ 
transmitter with a memory function (DX 6e) thus enabling several locos 
to be operated by the same transmitter without having to repeat the 
fiddly binding process, the unit concerned was expensive (in addition to 
being bulky). 
Once you get the hang of operating the Peter Spoerer transmitter, 
binding is a piece of cake. In addition as with the more expensive 
‘traditional’ transmitters, numerous locos can be run off one controller. 
There is one further consideration to be taken into account when 
deciding to go the radio control route or not, namely the purpose 
involved. By this I mean do you want to operate or simply run your loco? 
There is a world of difference between the two. Running a train is simply 
a process of adding fuel, water and steam oil and watching the loco go 
round and round or out and back until the fuel (normally meths or gas) 
runs out.  
Operating a loco by comparison is a much more hands on process. The 
addition of a Goodall valve and associated squirt bottle allows water to 
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be added just like a full size loco while it is still in steam (a manual 
injector?). Refer photos below. 

  
The pursuit of greater realism with steam powered model locomotives 
led to the development of the chuffer which as the name suggests is a 
device to enhance the ‘chuff’ sound produced by a steam engine. 
Chuffers 

  
Radio control 
As indicated above, the addition of radio control greatly facilitates 

operations – changing direction in particular but also the speed of the 

loco. Manual intervention is kept to a minimum. The phases of radio 

control are traced below.  

The Summerland chuffer is a precision 

machined pipe which fits over the exhaust 

pipe in the funnel of the loco. It functions in 

a similar fashion to an organ pipe in that the 

exhaust sound resonates and is amplified 

in/by the pipe. A development of the chuffer 

is the so called FX which enables the 

loudness of the chuff to be controlled and 

the steam plume to be enhanced. Basically 

there is a chuffer to fit every loco (certainly 

the popular ones). Over 3500 have been 

sold in the last 9 years. Refer 

http://www.summerlands-chuffer.co.uk.  

http://www.google.co.za/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjjyZyojO_bAhXFbhQKHTgCCe0QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http://www.silverstatetrains.com/MJ2-GOODALL-VALVE-Accucraft-Live-Steam-WATER-INJECTION-_p_194.html&psig=AOvVaw17l8-unjUfiZi0cwMn8UIF&ust=1530025445936268
https://www.google.co.za/imgres?imgurl=https://www.track-shack.com/acatalog/superior-water-bottle992.jpg&imgrefurl=https://www.track-shack.com/acatalog/Accucraft-Z36-Goodall-water-top-up-valves-Accucraft-Z36.html&docid=-OBz2qBYeu5QjM&tbnid=op4w_N0EtoH45M:&vet=10ahUKEwipjMi5je_bAhWPF8AKHbkDC_4QMwhiKCAwIA..i&w=992&h=892&bih=694&biw=1536&q=goodall valve&ved=0ahUKEwipjMi5je_bAhWPF8AKHbkDC_4QMwhiKCAwIA&iact=mrc&uact=8
http://www.summerlands-chuffer.co.uk/
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“Olden days” (40mgz) radio control system. Note length of aerial 
attached to receiver. Matching of transmitter to receiver is done with 
crystals on the same waveband, one plugged into former and the other 
to the latter. 

 
Moving on to the new generation systems (2.4ghz waveband), the photo 
below shows two makes namely Planet and Spectrum. The former is 
cheaper but perfectly satisfactory for our purposes. Note how the aerial 
wires attached to the receivers have become shorter. Note also the 
binding plug (receiver to transmitter) in front of the DX5e. 
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Finally, the power of miniaturization: the photo below shows the Peter 
Spoerer system. A handheld transmitter and a receiver with a built in 
aerial. Despite this the range of the equipment is 800 metres. 

 
The latest development in the evolution of live steam control is the 
addition of a ‘Slomo’, a flywheel and geared power transmission device 
that boosts inertia and momentum control. (see 
www.smallsteamperformance.com.au/ and www.summerlands-
chuffer.co.uk/ssp-slomo-1/4585810685 .  
Photos ex SSP-Slomo website.    Slomo fitted to Roundhouse Jack 

  
I do not have personal experience of a Slomo but saw one at the 16mm 
exhibition in April and the performance was as good as an electrically 
powered loco operating with a momentum throttle. However with our 
battered currency these are expensive for South Africans. 

http://www.smallsteamperformance.com.au/
http://www.summerlands-chuffer.co.uk/ssp-slomo-1/4585810685
http://www.summerlands-chuffer.co.uk/ssp-slomo-1/4585810685
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So back to radio control let’s look at the Peter Spoerer system as fitted 
to my locos. 
First Frank S, LGB's only sally into the live steam market and the loco 
was built by Aster anyway! This loco was introduced in 1989 and the 
design was, shall we say less than perfect. However, kit bashers, (and 
firstly in this regard the expression is not used in a pejorative sense) and 
secondly I must mention retired American Coastguard Commander 
Kevin O’Connor whose articles on the subject in ‘Steam in the Garden’ 
are well worth reading) got to work. Amongst other things a change to 
the firing system mainly involving moving the gas tank from the tender to 
the main body of the loco and the fitment of radio control, turned the loco 
into a creditable performer.  
The rc system requirements for this loco are simple – forward and 
reverse and regulator so updating the system was simple. Add a 
receiver positioned in the tender as indeed are the batteries and on off 
switch and then bind the transmitter and receiver – job done! 

  
Gas tank removed and in its place the rc receiving system fitted: battery 
to power the receiver, and an on off switch. It will probably be necessary 
to extend the receiver/servo cable. 
The reason Frank S was mentioned first is that this was my first live 
steam loco and for those who have not yet seen the 16mm light (sorry 
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guys) a second hand Frank S is a reasonable entry to the 45mm live 
steam market. 
Gas tank relocated to nearest side tank.

 
As over 3000 were made second hand ones are still reasonably 
available (albeit it has to be remembered they are nearly 30 years old!) 
Ebay is probably your best bet. All being well mine will be running at 
Wings Wheels and Whistles in August in Pietermaritzburg and the 
garden railway exhibition at George in December. 
Next is a Pearse built Leek and Manifold loco - E R Calthrop. 
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I have covered the almost unique gauge (in the UK anyway - 2’6”) on 
which the prototype of this loco operated previously (NSC Volume 3 no 
10 – October 2015) but for now there is one more function to cater for 
when fitting radio control to this loco namely a whistle. Fortunately for 
me the loco was supplied with rc. This meant all the servos and 
associated linkages were already fitted. All I had to do was upgrade it to 
2.4ghz. This was a straight forward receiver replacement exercise which 
meant that despite the addition of another function, the loco could still be 
operated with just two knobs i.e. one for direction and the other for the 
regulator and whistle. Both knobs have a centre off position which 
facilitates this. 
Should additional functions be required (unlikely with live steam) then 
the two buttons on top of the transmitter can be brought into use. 
Next loco is a Roundhouse tram which is built onto a ‘Billy’ 
superstructure.  

 
This is an 0-4-0 loco in my case used mainly for exhibition purposes. 
The loco was supplied with radio control and thus it was another simple 
exercise to fit a 2.4ghz receiver. Speaking generally I would submit the 
improvement in control makes Billy a good candidate for radio control. 
The next loco is by way of being an afterthought, a relatively early 
Mamod which was firstly converted from pellet firing to gas. As can be 
seen from the photo below, the rc receiver is located in a separate 
wagon, the necessary equipment being covered by a sleeper load. This 
loco has yet to receive the updating to 2.4ghz. 
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Gas fired Mamod 

Finally, what is intended to be my work horse at exhibitions, despite the 
disadvantage of not having a sight glass, a Roundhouse Lady Anne. 
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To an extent the omission of a sight glass is compensated for via the 
fitment of a Goodall valve so the loco can be maintained in steam for 
prolonged periods by pumping water straight into the boiler to replace 
what has been consumed to produce steam. 
As can be seen from the above photo the batteries to power the receiver 
and the servos are located in the roof of the cab.  
Gauge 1 and O scale collection in Australia 
There are some massive model railway collections around the world. 
One such is located in the T-House in Wollongong, New South Wales 
Australia. The collection was accumulated by Marsden (‘Mick’) Williams 
and features some 20000 items. The collection can be viewed at: 
https://youtu.be/87A2LvFCTPg. My thanks to Gary Smith for bringing 
this magnificent collection to our attention. 
Wings Wheels and Whistles 
The first weekend in August (4th and 5th) sees the holding of the annual 
Wings Wheels and Whistles event at Pietermaritzburg Model 
Engineering premises at Rudling Road PMB. For those who have an 
interest in model trains of all gauges and sizes this hobbies exhibition is 
not to be missed.  
My portable modular layout is to be erected. Anyone wishing to run their 
O gauge or gauge 1 live steam locos is welcome to use the track. 
A flyer promoting the event is attached to this newsletter. 
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